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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.75.
 New Features

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. SAM has been updated with the ability to store forecasted cleans for later reporting. The SAM Camp

Parameter CleanForecastPeriod determines how many days in advance to store the forecast, this is defaulted to 0 which is not stored.

Workforce Report SRF315 Cleaning Forecast VS Actuals has been created to show a summary of forecast and actual reports along with raw
data for actual cleans.

Improvements
1. Day Trips in Group Bookings and Event Management have been updated to require a camp, this matches with ad hoc Day Trips.

2. If moving people out of a room using the Intruder Search would create a split booking, the user will now be presented with the split booking
confirmation popup before being able to proceed.

3. Workforce Reporting has been updated to allow a blurb to be specified in email. This is available on all reports as an optional report criteria /blurb.
[#14859, #14662]

4. Changing SAM Parameters has been updated to force Workflow to update its cached copy.

5. The Workflow Roster document has been updated to allow selection of profiles which do not allow rosters to be run. The Workflow Parameter
AllowNonRosterProfile must be set to Y and the user will be warned the profile will be permanently changed to the new people type.

Note the Workflow Parameter ShowPeopleType must be set to Y otherwise users will not be able to change the people type. [#18477]

6. The Workflow Roster document has been updated to allow requesters to specify the camp they wish to be booked at. This is controlled by
Workflow Parameter AllowRequesterSelectCamp which defaults to not allowing selection. [#18477]

7. SAM Admin | Cost Codes | Cost Codes has been updated to include a tooltip which indicates why a Cost Code cannot be deactivated.

8. Additional Auditing has been added for changes to Cost Codes and Rooms. Audit information is available from SAM Admin | Audit.

9. Workforce Report SRF287 Resource Transport Audit has been updated to consistently apply the date filter between active and cancelled
bookings. [#20472]

10. The SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation page has been updated to default the clean status sorting to:

Unknown Status
Incomplete
Cancelled
Complete
Pending

11. Cancelled cleans only show on the cleaning roster with SAM Parameter AdvancedCleanDetailEnabled is set to Y.

12. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to show the camp a person no showed at if the booking as been removed and the
shift status is XX No Show. [#20365]

13. Workforce Report SRF162 Venue Occupancy by Department has been updated to filter by the Booking Department not the Profile
Department. [#20382]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where rescheduling a day trip was not using the camp associated with the day trip to create the accommodation booking.

2. Fixed an issue where an error would be displayed when attempting to add zero people to a group booking. The Add Selection & Return button
has been updated to be inactive until at least one person is selected.

3. Fixed an issue with Workforce Reporting where the Run History link would disappear if a schedule had been manually cancelled.
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4. Fixed an issue where SAM and Bulk Profile Update were not displaying an error message when SAM Parameter
ReplaceSAMNumberWithEmployeeNumber was set to Y and the replacement would result in a duplicate SAM Number being created.
[#20459]

5. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF153 Accommodation Master Data was showing the position from the profile instead of the
booking. The Cost Code Group options have also been hidden unless SAM Parameter CostCodeGroupFields is set to Y.

6. Fixed an issue where profile changes made in quick succession were not syncing with external systems. [#20455]

7. Fixed an issue where the Web Service Get Cleans function was not showing the departure date if the occupant was changing rooms, and has
OUT-IN transports, on the same day as a clean. [#20505]

8. Fixed an issue where it was possible for Transport Waitlists to have a sequence number of zero. [#19339]

9. Fixed an issue where Day trip requests in Workflow were not storing the camp when rescheduling or removing the booking. [#20438]

10. Fixed an issue where a roster with a last night room move could be booked into a room without a linked room when the person is not a room
owner.

11. Fixed an issue where cancelled cleans were attributed to the person who created the clean, not the person who cancelled the clean.

12. Fixed an issue where using the "Attach Document as PDF" option on adhoc emails from Workflow was not including the PDF.

13. Fixed an issue where cleans cancelled by a user could be re-added when the cleaning roster is re-generated.

14. Fixed an issue where it was possible to create duplicate cleans for a room on a single date. [#20512, #20543, #20243, #20524]
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